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That Creates Wealth

Hundreds of thousands of dollars
have already been made with this
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10
Essential Daily Habits To A Wealth
Creating Mindset - quick checklist

Get support and surround yourself with like minded people10.

Nourish first - eat clean, drink plenty of water and move your body1.

Meditate in a way that works for you2.

Journal with a focus on gratitude and goals3.

Feed your mind on positivity - reading and audio4.

Love yourself first5.

Create small actionable goals rather than only large goals6.

Focus on one main thing you need to achieve each day7.

Outsource ASAP and stay focused on your zone of genius8.

Visualise your future self and step into being that person now9.
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Yeah, yeah, you've heard it before, right? Eat clean
and drink plenty of water. But are you actually
doing it?

You will notice that a lot of successful people talk
about looking after their health first. This is
because they know that without it, they won't be
able to function at their best and therefore they
won't get the best results possible. 

Eating well isn't about diets or punishing yourself.
It's an act of self love. When you think about what
to eat, think of what will do you the most good.

Make sure you do some sort of exercise daily even
if it's a gentle walk. Some of the best ideas come
on a walk!

As for water? There is no number, if your pee is
clear, you are drinking enough. If it's yellow, drink
more water. 

Nourish First1.
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I remember watching a speaker at a conference once.
She was super successful and had made 11 million
dollars with her online business. Everyone wanted to
know her secret and one person asked, what is the
one thing that's made the biggest difference in your
business?

I listened keenly. I was so bummed when she
answered, "meditation."

Why? Because I had tried meditation and it just did
not work for me. Maybe you've tried that too?

BUT, when I follow people I look up to and see as
successful and inspirational, I pay attention to what
they are doing. 

Meditation is not about clearing the mind of thoughts.
It's about being aware of them, acknowledging them,
then refocusing on a simple task like breathing, or the
steps you take on the rocks (a form of meditation).

Learning this helped me to take on meditation - let go
of expectations and stop trying to stop thoughts
coming up because that's not actually possible.
Thoughts happen. 

2. Meditate in a way that works
for you
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Journalling doesn't have to take a long time. But there
is magic in writing things down and the wealthy
minded all do it. 

Here's some simple prompts that take a few minutes
per day:

Three things I am grateful for today:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Three ways I will make today a great one:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

I remind myself of my goals each day:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

Affirmations: I am:
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

3. Journal with a focus on
gratitude and goals
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Secrets Of The Millionaire Mind by T Harv Eker
Get Rich, Lucky Bitch by Denise Duffield Thomas
The Happiness Advantage by Shawn Achor
Atomic Habits by James Clear
Loving What Is by Byron Katie
The 4 Hour Work Week by Tim Ferris
You Are A Badass at Making Money by Jen Sincero
Crushing It by Gary Vaynerchuk

Want to 10x your mindset and results? Read daily. And
the great news is that you no longer have to set aside
time to sit with a book because you can listen to
audiobooks while you put your make up on in the
morning, while you drive, while you cook - this way
you can save time while learning.

Imagine how much you could grow as a person if you
read (or listened to) one personal development book
per month for a year? 

Talk to any successful entrepreneur and they will all
have a favourite book to recommend to you. 

Here's a few of mine to get you started:

4. Feed your mind on positivity -
reading and audio
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You are the ship that carries your goals and dreams. You
need to take care of the ship first. 

Self love and compassion are crucial to being resilient and
sticking to your plans. 

When we speak to ourselves, our subconscious mind
listens. We can reinforce beliefs that do not help us and
we can even create new beliefs that hurt us.

Think about your inner voice - does she build you up or
tear you down? Would you speak to a friend the way you
speak to yourself? How can you expect others to be
drawn to you when you do not like yourself?

The good news is that this inner voice can be trained.
Practice telling yourself positive and upbuilding things.
Speak to yourself in the mirror - no one needs to know ;) 

You might not believe the nice things at first, but that's
okay, your subconscious does not know the difference
between the truth and a lie when it hears it. 

Repeat it often enough and it will become true. Some self
love affirmations to get you started:

I love you
I am enough
I am worthy of [your goals and desires]
I am [your future self, spoken in the present tense]

5. Love Yourself First
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The reason that most people set huge goals and then
don't achieve them is that they don't break that goal down
into realistic and achievable steps.

Your big picture goal will remain a dream if you don't do
this. 

It's nice to have a big goal but what can you actually DO
today that will take you a step closer to achieving it?

We can't just wish for our goals and hope that the
universe will magically deliver it. 

Here's how we can break down a big goal, into actionable
goals:

Big goal: own a million dollar home near the ocean in
5 years time (See how there is no actionable steps
here?)

Actionable goals this quarter: Add $50,000 revenue
with my new $1000 course

Actionable goal this month: Create the course outline
and open up course registration on the 23rd of the
month. Sell a minimum of 25 spots this launch. 

Actionable goal next month: Relaunch and sell
another 25 spots to the course. 

Revenue = $50,000. 

6. Create Small Actionable Goals
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Now that you have actionable monthly goals, break the
action steps down even further to what you will do this
week, then split that into small daily tasks. 

We usually try to fit too many tasks into one day, leaving
us feeling disappointed and frustrated. Instead, focus on
just one actionable goal each day. Anything else is a
bonus. 

I like using a productivity planner for this such as the Effic
planner or the Productivity Planner. There are many! 

7. Focus on the one main thing you
need to achieve each day
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We often tell ourselves, "when I have $xyz I will _____ [ hire some
help, join that coaching program, eat healthier]"

But this is backwards. You may have heard of the concept of Be.
Do. Have. 

This means you need to first BE the person who would DO the
actions so that they can HAVE the [insert thing/lifestyle you want].

Most people are have it backwards and are waiting until they HAVE
the thing before they DO the work and BE the person.

So first you need to know who you want to be, in detail. Then step
into BEING that person NOW. 

To start this process, journal your ideal day. Be very specific. Really
visualise exactly where you would be, who you would be with, what
you would be doing, wearing, eating, seeing and feeling. 

Write out every detail as if you're writing a descriptive novel so that
you can really feel the essence of being that person. 

Going forward with all your other goals and actions you take
towards them, ask yourself, "what would my future self do? How
would she BE?"

For example, if you were already a millionaire, would you hesitate
in hiring help for the tasks you don't like doing in your business? Or
would it be a no brainer investment?

8. Visualise your future self and step
into being that person now
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Now that you can envision your future self's way of being, it's
time to gradually step into the role of CEO. 

Outsourcing the tasks that take up unnecessary time that
you could be spending on more meaningful work can
entirely change the game in your business. 

You don't have to spend all your money on this and it
doesn't have to be expensive. 

You can upgrade this part of your business in small
increments. 

Any time you outsource, actually reinvest that time you now
have freed up back into doing the important tasks in your
business - your actionable steps. 

Some examples of tasks to outsource (tasks a CEO does not
do) include: social media management, graphic design,
website editing, advertising, book keeping, accounting,
replying to emails and comments, back end admin.

Outsourcing these tasks gradually might not cost as much as
you think. Have a look around on Upwork.com and
Fiverr.com to see what you can afford to do and make it a
priority on your business goals.

9. Outsource ASAP and stay focused
on your zone of genius i.e. BE THE CEO
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Pay to immerse yourself in groups of like minded people.
One of the most worthwhile investments is to join a group
or mastermind to gain both knowledge and friendships
Free groups - it might take a bit more sifting to find the
right ones for you, but there are some gems out there,
including on Facebook.
Attend seminars, webinars and networking events. If there
are any events nearby you can attend, networking can
lead to amazing relationships and opportunities
Don't be afraid to reach out to people and start a
conversation. No matter how many followers they have,
they're all just people. The worst that can happen is that
you get no response so put yourself out there!
Get on the waitlist for On Track Mind. This is my live group
coaching program where you will smash subconscious
blocks, get out of your own way and create a resilient CEO
mindset. Find out more here.

You've probably heard that we are the sum of the 5 people we
spend the most time with. 

You don't need to cut anyone out of your life who doesn't
have the same goals as you do (but it's okay to remove
anyone who doesn't respect your boundaries or is toxic).

But you can seek out more people who will inspire you, cheer
you on and build you up. 

If you aren't sure where to find such friends, here are some
suggestions:

10. Get support and surround
yourself with like minded people
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I hope you put these new habits into place
and see the amazing results I know you can
achieve. Follow along for more at the links

below.

Thank You!

TENILLEWILLIAMS.COM
HELLO@TENILLEWILLIAMS.COM

INSTAGRAM: @THETENILLEWILLIAMS
TIKTOK: @HEYITSTENILLE

Tenille



                                                       for my
exciting new live coaching program that will

help you become unstoppable,
Business Class Mindset.

Click here to join the wait list

Join the wait list!

https://tenillewilliams.com/bcm-waitlist/
https://tenillewilliams.com/bcm-waitlist/
https://tenillewilliams.com/bcm-waitlist/
https://tenillewilliams.com/bcm-waitlist/

